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1. PIK REACTOR

The PIK reactor [11 is designed for physical research with

neutron beams and sample irradiation. In the central trap the

thermal neutrons flux is 4x10 15 n/cm2s. The reactor power is

100 MW, the thermal neutron flux in the reflector at the maxi-

mum of distribution is 1x1015n/cm2 s. The core with a high

uranium concentration of 600 g/1 is light water-cooled, heavy

water being used in the reflector (fig.1,2,table).

The Chernobyl disaster happened at the time of equipment as-

sembly at the PIK. The code revision, a change of the authors

ideas about the safety, and a shift of public attitude toward

nuclear installations resulted in a stopping down of construc-

tion and project revision. While it was certainly hard to make

a decision of disassembling the equipment already installed

and, particularly, of introducing changes into constructions,

the new project or, as it was calledthe reconstruction project

has led to a change of all safety systems and involved in

various degrees all essential reactor systems. The construction

is presently resumed; however the economic difficulties plaguing

Russia preclude specifying the term of its completion (fig.3).In

January 1993, the reactor was inspected by experts from a number

of European countries, USA, and European Commission delegated by
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their governments to prepare a report on whether supporting the

construction to its completion would be reasonable 2 In the

course of the examination, the experts expressed doubts concer-

ning two systems, namely, the containment and scram.It is these

points that will be discussed in the present communication.

2. CONTAINMENT: ACCIDENT LOCALIZATION SYSTEM

The PIK design is based on unit configuration, namely, the

technological circuits are separated from the experimental

zone and housed in separate buildings (fig.4). This precludes

construction of a common containment that would enclose all the

PIK buildings. To confine leakage of radioactive products under

normal operating conditions or in an accident, the rooms with

radioactive sources are provided with seals for maintaining in

these rooms the air pressure lower than that in the adjacent

premises, as well as with a special system for collecting the

leaked-out iquids. These rooms are housed in four separate

containments differing in the equipment confined, in the

presence or absence of personnel, and in the character and

probability of possible emergencies (fig.5). We shall consider

below only three of these containments, since the fourth,

similar in design to the firsthouses the heavy water reflector

equipment and contains considerably less radioactive material

than the circuits associated with the core cooling in contain-

ment 1.
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Containment 

This containment houses the primary circuit equipment and

pipelines. During reactor operation there are no people inside

the containment, all operations being performed by remote

control. The containment is made up of seven interconnected

rooms sealed off airtight from the remainder of the building.

Inside the building, the rooms of this containment are arranged

in such a way that between the containment and the outer brick

wall there are at least two inner brick or reinforced-concrete

walls. The containment proper is made of single-piece "heavy"

reinforced-concrete of density 36 t/m 3 and not less than m

thick. The rooms are provided by air-tight doors, the pipeline

and cable laying penetrations being likewise air-tight. The

floor is covered with a water-tight stainless steel tray, and

the walls and ceiling, with epoxy-resin covering. Any leakage

in these rooms is drained through stainless-steel pipelines

into an emergency tank. A rarefaction of 15-20 mm water is

maintained inside the containment, which is about 10 mm lower

than the pressure in the adjoining rooms. The air removed from

the containment is purified by passing it through aerosol fil-

ters and charcoal sorbents. The air is discharged through

3a 100 m-high stack.The total volume of containment is 6000 m

the total ventilation-air flow rate under normal conditions

being about 12000 m 3/hr. Each of the seven rooms housed in

the containment is 'rovided with a separate gate valve on

the ventilation pipeline, thus permitting one to cut each room
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off from the others in the case of emergency and, hence, to

increase the delay of the radioactive gas dischare. The

available instrumentation, including dosimetric equipment,

provides continuous monitoring of the state of the equipment

inside the containment. The containment ensures safety of the

personnel and environment both under the conditions of planned

primary - circuit water leakage occurring during repairs or

tests, and in emergencies associated with a sudden water lea-

kage during reactor power operation. The design of the

containment providers -adequate protection against external

interference. The reactor reconstruction project did not

practically introduce any changes into the design of contai-

ner 1, except for using more reliable packing for the electric

cables passing through the containment walls.

Containment 2 (Fig.6).
The change introduced into the design of this containment

are so profound that its reconstruction dominates presently the

reactor c onstruction. This containment houses only one room,

namelythe technological hall.The surface of the water from the

reactor vault, spent fuel element pool, and fuel

assembly transfer channel looks into this hall.The containment

is located in the top part of the building and is about 15 m

high, 100 m long, and approximately 8 m wide. In contrast to

containment Lcontainment 2 is not surrounded by any rooms and

forms the outer wall of the reactor building in its upper part.

Note that the reactor vault lies between containment I and 2 

rather, by its water leakage collection system it belongs to
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containment 1, and by the ventilation system, to containment 2.

The reactor vault is about 12 m deep and is filled with water

which contacts with the primary water circuit in the case of

refueling.The spent fuel element pool and reactor vault cooling

loops are not connected in any way with the reactor cooling loop

Under normal operation, as well as in basic project accidents

occurring inside the reactor building, containment 2 could not

be destroyed already before the reconstruction. An analysis sho-

wed that external impacts (for example, explosions) could, howe-

ver, damage it. The reactor reconstruction project envisages

building a second high-strength reinforced-concrete shell. As a

result, the containment will consist of two shells, namely, an

inner one of sectional andpartially, of single-piece reinforced

concrete, 600 mm thick, and an outer one made up of a steel

inner wall and a single-piece reinforced-concrete wall 40 sm

thick separated by an air gap. The hall floor is covered by a

water-tight stainless steel tray. The walls and ceiling are

coated by a layer of epoxy resin. The pipe and electric cable

penetrations are air - tight. Air - tight doors are installed.

Accidental leaks in the hall are collected through

traps and pipelines into emergency tanks the air being

discharged through a 00 m-high stack.Under emergency conditions

the air flow rate is reduced to the lowest level that still ensu-

res absence of leakage apart anywhere except through the stack.

One of the goals of the present work has been to analyze

the efficiency of the additional measures taken to reduce the
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release from containment 2 in an accident. The results of this

analysis will be presented below. It should be borne in mind that

during reactor operation personnel may be present inside

containment 2 so that the people should be removed, and

some necessary electrical commutations should be made, for which

three minutes are allotted, before transition to the emergency

ventilation regime can be effected.

Containment 3 (Fig.5).

The containment encloses two experimental halls, namely, the

horizontal channel hall and inclined channel hall. It is of

cylindrical shape of radius 13.6 m and extends from 0.00m to

the 16.00m-level. The containment is situated inside the

building and is surrounded by two (horizontal channel

hall) or three (inclined channel hall) rows of rooms with brick

walls. The hall walls are made of single-piece reinforced

concrete 600 mm thick. The containment is coated by epoxy resin

and is provided with drains to collect spilled liquids into the

emergency tank. The doors and technological penetrations are

air - tight. Under normal conditions ventilation is effect ed

by a separate system through the stack without purification. No

radioactive water pipelines or open radioactive water surface

are present in the halls.Under normal operation, surface or air

contamination can appear during disassembly of experimental

equipment or channels. The heavy water contains a tritium of up

to 2 Cu/1.

In the case of an accident involving rupture of an experimen-
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tal channel some heavy water may get access into the experimen-

tal hall, although its major part should drain into containment 

During reactor operation, both reactor personnel and

experimenters may be present in containment 3 In the case of

accident, the people are evacuated, after which the ventilation

is switched over to the emergency regime involving reduced flow

rate and air filtration.

3. ANALYSIS OF CONTAINMENT EFFICIENCY.

While the rules adopted in the Russian Federation for the ac-

cident localization systems require dose limitation for the

population, they do not require the construction of an overall

containment. The PIK reactor containments meet the regulatory

standards. Nevertheless it is of interest to analyze

possibilities of a further reduction of radioactive gas and

aerosol release for the PIK containments. The release of

radioactive products into the rooms is the largest in the

primary circuit equipment containment, which is associated

primarily with repairs and regular testing of the equipment. The

analysis yields also for this containment the highest

probability of accident involving release of radioactive

contamination.

Actually, a containment is equivalent to a delay line for the

nuclides before their release into the atmosphere. To evaluate

the containment efficiency, we assume that an amount N 0 of a

radioactive isotope has released in the containment and became

uniformly distributed over the volume. The amount released out of
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the containment will be

_:1cl-n
N(t) Q/V

M Q dt = N 0 ------------ (1)
V ' + Q/V

where V is the containment volume,

Q is the air discharge from the containment,

is the decay constant.

If the containment is a double-shell design or is povided

with an additional volume preceding air discharge into the atmos-

phere, then

Q1 /V1 Q2/V2
M = No ----------- x -------------- (2)

/\ +Q 1/ 1 /\ + Q 2/V2

where the indices and 2 refer to the containment and additional

volume, respectively. Since the air circulation ratios Q 2/V 2

adopted at research reactors are much larger than Q 1/V 1, the

effect of the latter factor is usually small.

The PI K design value of the parameter Q/V does not exceed

10- 6s_1 thus permitting considerable suppression of the release

of all radioactive noble gas isotopes with the exception of

Xenon-133 ( = 10-6 S-1). The best design values of research

reactor containments permit substantial delay of Xenon-133

release 3 Straight forward calculation of the population dose

burden associated with an accident on the PIK reactor have

yielded values below the code-allowed levels. Maximum

design-basis accident - 0.08sZv while allowed dose - 0.5sZv.
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To reduce the release still further, we are considering the

possibility of installing air recirculation and filtration

inside the containments.

The recirculation efficiency can be analyzed using an

equation similar to (1) for the total radioactivity release

q/V

M/M'= - ------------- (3)

'� + /V

where M' is the release with recalculation at the flow rate q

and efficiency

Obviously, recirculation can be useful only provided q>>Q It

is technically feasible to reduce by recirculation by tens and

hundreds of times the released activity of long-lived nuclides

with a halflife in excess of 10 days for which the efficiency of

a containment as a delay line is low. This relates to Cesium-137,

Strontium-90, Zirconium-144, and some other nuclides. Direct

calculation of the dose load for the case of recirculation

carried out for containment 2 has yielded a dose reduction down

to several times. This conclusion of the usefulness of developing

a recirculation system and of the possibility of improving the

filtration systems for containment 2 of the PIK reactor is the

mein result of the above consideration.

4. SHUTTER SEPARATION.

The PIK reactor is controlled by means of eight rods in the

heavy-water reflector -and an absorbing cylinder at the boundary

between the core and the central light-water neutron trap
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(fig.7).The rods are used for emergency protection and reactor

start-up. The central control cylinder called here the shutter

serves several functions, namely, as scram, automatic control,

and burnup compensation. The delay time before the onset of

negative reactivity is 1.05 sec for rodsand 025 sec for the

shutter.

The shutter is made up of two cylinders moved symmetrically in

opposite directions by the same electric drive, thus ensuring

symmetric energy release in the core. The weight of the control

elements was measured in the critical assembly representing an

exact replica of the PIK core and reflector. The weight of the

rod in the reflector at the beginning of the campaign is

0.66 P eff, which yields 264 A eff for four rods, and, taking

into account interference, 45 P eff. for the eight. The

shutter weighs 95 A eff: Since the mobility of the shutter is

checked by the step servo motor of the automatic control, the

probability of its seizing is extremely small. Nevertheless,

independent drives to operate each half of the shutter are

presently under development (fig.8). Symmetrical motion of the

two halves with respect to the core medial plane will be ensured

by their position indicators. Should the shutter seize when the

emergency protection is actuated, the negative reactivity margin

will be determined by the time of reactor shutdown. The margin

will be the lowest soon after the reactor power - up, i.e. when

a sizable amount of Iodine-135 has already accumulated but the

shutter is not yet driven wide apart to compensate for burnup.
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If at this moment the reactor is shut down, and simultaneously

one of the two shutter halves seizes, then at the time the

reactor escapes from iodine well the subcriticality will be

1.2-1.7_T� eff. depending on the actual operating mode (Fig.9).This

value lies at the limit of reliable shutdown, and therefore

additional slow emergency protection is employed in this case

The absorber solution should be introduced into the gap between

the reactor shroud and vessel during the first day after the

reactor shutdown. When gadolinium nitrate is used, the

protection system provides additionally 1/� eff. Before the separa-

tion of the shutter into two halves, the additional negative

reactivity was produced by draining off the reflector or by

discharging the core.

The above values of reactivity were obtained under the

assumption that when only one (upper or lower) half of the

shutter is introduced the corresponding change in the reactivity

will be one half of the result when both are driven in. While on

the critical assembly this assumption was partially confirmed,

three-dimensional calculations with inclusion of burnup are

certainly required.
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Table 1. PIK reactor parameters.
--------------------------------------------------------------

Power 100 W

Flux of thermal neutrons in the trap 4.10 15 n/cm2s

Flux of thermal neutrons in the reflector 1,3.1015 n/cm2 s
--------------------------------------------------------------

Moderator and coolant H20

Reflector D20

Diameter 2,4 m

Height 2,5 20 m
--------------------------------------------------------------

Core

Inner diameter of the vessel 0,39 m

Height 0,5 m

Volume occupied by fuel assembly 51 liters

Fraction of water in the fuel assembly 0,59

Load 235U 90% enrichment) 27,5 kg

Type of the fuel elements cross-shape section pins

Specific heat-transfer surface of

the fuel elements 6,5 cm /cm2

Pitch of triangle grating of

the fuel elements 5,23 mm
--------------------------------------------------------------

Primary circuit

Core input pressure 5 MPa

Core pressure drop 1 MPa

Water flow to 3000 m/t
--------------------------------------------------------------

Shielding

D20 1 M

Heterogeneous iron-water shielding 0,55 m

Heavy concrete (p=3,6 g/cm2) 0,9 m

Movable shielding 1 m
--------------------------------------------------------------
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Fig.3. View to PIK reactor complex (1993).
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Fig.4. PIK reactor buildings plan.
100A reactor and laboratories;100 - pumping bloc of the primary
circuit and hot chambers; 100B - disinfection post and ventilation;
i6or -pumping block of the intermediate circuit; 100D energy block;
100E - cryogenic station; 101-ventilation center; 101A ventilation
stack; 102-water circulation pumping block; 102A-cold water chamber;
103 12 - water - cooling tower; 104 - neutron guide hall and
laboratories; 104 A - technological block;1046 -water circulation
pumping block; 104 B-cold water chamber; 10 - physics laboratories;
105 A store-house; 106 - carbon acid block; 110 - compressor block;
112 - isotope purification block; 114 - storehouse;114 A -storehouse;
115 -guard hall; 116 - emergency diesel power station; 118 -nitrogen
station; 121 - operators training simulator; 122 - drain tank for
irradiated liquids; 26 chemical water cleaning; 58 - electric
substation; 68 emergency tank.
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